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1. INTRODUCTION 
When is a real (N + I)-square matrix A similar to a matrix B with 
strictly positive elements ? If the N + 1 eigenvalues of A are A,,, . . , A,“, 
two necessary, but not sufficient, conditions are that 
-gj>O (1.1) 
and that there is a positive eigenvalue, say &, satisfying 
10 > l&l, l<j<N. (1.2) 
These conditions are needed because the Aj are also eigenvalues of B, which 
has positive trace and which satisfies Perron’s theorem 12, p. 531. That 
these conditions are not sufficient follows from a theorem of Karpelevich 
[4]; see also [2, p. 871. 
In this paper we improve a theorem of Suleimanova [7] according 
to which, if the ili are real and satisfy (1.2) and 
10 + c iij > 0, (1.3) 
then A is similar to a positive matrix. Our result consists in replacing 
(1.3) by the condition (4.2) given below, which is more restrictive than 
(1.1) and less restrictive than (1.3). I n addition, sufficient conditions 
are given for A to be similar to an essentially positive matrix. 
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2. SOME PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
We let E,+, denote the space of real (N + l)-dimensional column 
vectors. If v,,, . , uk are in E, and if the k vectors ‘uj - ‘ua, 1 < i < k, 
are linearly independent, then the uO,. . , vk are the vertices of a non- 
degenerate k-simplex 
S=~-&v~:7..>0 Cw=l 
10 j" 3 i 
with interior 
‘O= I” CUjvj:Uj>O,CUj=l . 10 1 
Let the (N + l)-square matrix A satisfy (1.2). Let ze, E E,, I satisfy 
ATzp, = il,,~, and let V = (v: uTzv = 0}, so that Av E V. Our method of 
analysis, which is also that in [7], is based on the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. If the eigenvalues of A satisfy (1.2), then A is similar 
to a strictly positive matrix if and only if there is an N-simplex S C V with 
interior So such that AS C LOS,. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may take A0 = 1. Suppose 
PAP-l = B = (b,J, with P nonsingular, B strictly positive. Using 
Perron’s theorem, we pick eigenvectors zto = Bu, and w. = BTwo having 
strictly positive components and satisfying uoTwo = 1. Let ej be the 
jth unit column vector, with components 63.8, 0 < i < N, and let w. = 
c a,ej, aj > 0. Then, if V. = { z, uTwo = 0}, so that BVo C V,, and if : 
fj = aj-lej - u. E I/,, 0 < i < N, 
we see that fo, , , fs are the vertices of an N-simplex S’ C Vo with interior 
SOI. Since 
Bfj = aj-lBej - u. = c aj-la,b,jf,C 
k 
and 
2 a,-la,bkj = 1, O<jiNN, 
k 
aj-lakbkj > 0, 
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we have Bjj E S,‘, 0 ,( j < N. Hence BS’ C S,‘. Since Pw, = w,, 
P-IV,, = V’ and, if S = P-lS’, S is an N-simplex in V with AS C S,. 
Conversely, suppose A is such that AS C Se for some N-simplex S C ‘v 
with vertices fo, . ., fs. Then Afj = c k Q/r, Sljk > 0, Ck t(jk = 1. 
Letting gj = 26 + I,, go,. . , g,\- are linearly independent and if Au = u 
Agj = z* + 2 Mjk//c 
k 
= 2 cljkgk. 
Hence, choosing g,, . , g.\- as basis vectors, we see that A is similar to 
the matrix (ajk), and the lemma is proved. 
T11e following lemma shows that, for the purposes of this paper, all 
the matrices considered may be assumed to be diagonalizable. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let A and A, have the same eigenvalztes and let A have 
linear elementary divisors. If A is similar to a strictly positive matrix, A, 
is also similar to a strictly $ositive matrix. 
Prooj. For any E > 0, A, is similar to a matrix A,(E) whose entries 
differ from those of A by less than E. (See, for example [3, p. 461 in the 
case that all the eigenvalues are real. The more general case is proved 
similarly.) If PAP-l is a strictly positive matrix, then so is PAl(e)P-l 
for e sufficiently small. 
To use Lemma 2.1 one must have some examples of N-simplices. In 
this section is given a family of A;-simplices in E,. Each N-simplex in 
the family will be determined by a pair of integers J and K, with J + 
K = N and J 3 K >, 0; two sequences, {aj> and {b,}, of positive numbers 
where 1 < j < J, 1 < k < K; and a sequence of integers (a(k)}, 1 < 
k < K, satisfying 
1 < 44 <J> o(k) < a(k + 1). 
If K = 0, the sequences b, and o(k) will be considered empty. With 
these integers and sequences specified, we write any vector u in E, as 
7~l = (XI> y7JT, l\(i<JP l<k<K, 
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and define Nfl points uP, l<$<J+l, and v,, l<q<K, as 
follows. Let up = (xj, yk)T with 
xj = 
I 
- 1, l<i<P, 
ap, i = P, (3.1) 
0, PC&J; 
1 
b,, if p = a(l) for some 1, and k = 1, 
Yk = 
0, otherwise. 
(3.2) 
Let v, = (xj, yk)T be defined to have yp = - b, and to have all the 
remaining coordinates the same as those of uu,(,r. The N-simplex S of 
our family will be defined to have as vertices the N + 1 points uu, and 
V B. That these N + 1 points are the vertices of a simplex follows from 
the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. For each u E E,, there is a unique set of numbers M,, 
1 < p < J + 1, and BP, 1 < q < K, satisfying 
CUD+ CPn=L (3.3) 
u = c c$P, + 2 &JW (3.4) 
Proof. Define yp, 1 < p < J + 1, by 
y = j%+Pw if p = cr(q) for some q, 
D \%J otherwise. 
(3.5) 
Let u = (xj, yk)r be arbitrary. Then (3.4) yields the following N scalar 
equations: 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
From (3.3) we have 2 yP = 1. Using this and (3.6) with j = 1, we have 
(a, + l)yr = x1 + 1. (3.6) 
Using (3.6) to calculate Xj - xi-l, we have 
(aj + l)yj = aj-lyj_1 + Xj - Xj-19 l<idJ+L (3.9) 
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where we define 
a/.+., = xJ+l = 0. 
Finally, (3.5) and (3.7) give 
Kj = yj> if j #o(k) for 1. < h <K, 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
Equations (3.8)-(3.13) provide a recursive determination of the CI, and 
PP and hence the lemma is proved. 
Let ,uj, 1 < i < J, and yti, tk, qr, 1 < k < K, be sequences of real 
numbers. In terms of these numbers, define an N-square matrix B by 
Bu = u’, where, if u = (xj, yk), u’ = (xj’, yk’), we have 
Ipjxj + vk>‘k, 
%j’ = lruiXj, 
i = o(K) for some k, 
otherwise, 
(3.14) 
yk’ = tk%k, + VkYk. (3.15) 
Define a sequence Oi, 0 < j < J, by 
(3.16) 
The matrix B is related to the simplex S by the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. In order for BS c S,, it is sufficient that the following 
inequalities be satisfied.. 
Bj-1 - /Lj > O, l<,i<J, (3.17) 
Oj-1 + ajpj > O, l<i,cJ+l> (3.18) 
jajtk zt bk%cj < o,_1 + ajPu, i b’lc 
bk 1 +aj---’ 
j = o(k), l<k<K, (3.19) 
j = G(k), l,(k<K, (3.20) 
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i = o(k), 1 < k < IT. (3.21) 
Proof. Suppose (3.17)-(3.21) hold. Fix $a, 1 < $,, < J + 1, and, 
following Lemma 3.1, write Bupo = c cx,u, + 2 /?g~~ with (3.3) holding. 
We shall show that each of the coefficients ap and p, is positive. Setting 
Bz~,~ = (xj’, ylC’), we have 
I 
- Iujj j < POP 
Xjf = 
i 
ajPjl j = PO, pa # o(k), all 12, 
ajpj + b2Yl, j = PO = a(l), for some I, 
(3.22) 
0, 1 >A,; 
(3.23) 
From (3.8) we have 
PO ; 1, 
PO = 1, o(l) # 1, (3.24) 
PO = 1, o(1) = 1. 
If o(l) # 1, yi’ = 0 and dci = yi > 0 by (3.11), (3.17), (3.18). If o(l) = 
1 = $a, the inequalities cxi > 0, /3, > 0 are implied by (3.19) and, if 
o(l) = 1 < p,,, the inequalities a1 > 0, /I1 > 0 are implied by (3.21). 
Using (3.9), we find that, for 1 < j <J + 1, 
(1 +- a,)Yj 
a,-lyj-l - Pj + Pj-1, i <PO, 
aj-lYJ-i + ajpj + Pj-1, i = PO, PO # o(k), all k, 
aj-lyj-1 + aj,u> + Pj-I + b~vz, i = PO> PO = a(l), some 1, 
aj-iyj-1 - aj-lpj-l, i = PO i I, ~5~ #a(/<), all 12, 
a?-0-i - ++-i - L bv h i = fi,, + I, fi, = o(l), some I, 
aj-iY,-iJ j>P,+l. 
From these equations and using (3.24) and (3.16), we may verify by 
induction that, for 1 < j < J + 1, 
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i < h 
i = fio1 
i=Po1 
/I, #o(k), all k, 
p, = u(l), some I, 
= jaj-l(oj-2  P-I) , 
1 + aj-1 
i = PO + 1, PO #o(k), all 12, 
aj-l(o,-z - Pi-11 - bLvL 
laj_lp- ’ 
i = PO + 1, PO = o(l), some 1, 
j >iho + 1. 
(3.25) 
Using (3.17)-(3.21), we see that yj > 0 for 1 < j <J + 1, and hence, by 
(3.11), tlj > 0 when j f g(k) for all k. If i = o(k), we see from (3.23) 
and (3.19)-(3.21) that CC,(~) > 0, pk. > 0. Thus, Bu,” E S,,. Now fix qo, 
1 < q. ,< K, and write Bv,~ = 2 c+z~~ + 2 p,u,. The coefficients zB, 
p, are given by the same formulas as the corresponding coefficients of 
Bz~~,, 9, = o(qo), except that b,, must be replaced by - b,(,. The require- 
ment that these coefficients be positive again leads to (3.17)-(3.21). 
Thus BS C So and the lemma is proved. 
Remark. The requirements (3.19), (3.20), (3.21) may be given a 
geometric interpretation. Let rck be the plane of points (xp, y,) with 
x, = 0, y4 = 0 unless 4 = k and ;h = a(k). Then Bn,, C zk. Let T, be 
the triangle in zl; with vertices (xj = - 1, yk = 0), and (xj = a,, yR = 
& b,). Let T,,, be the interior of T, in the topology of 7~~. Then, supposing 
0,-r > 0, ej-laj + pj > 0, i = o(k), 
it is easily seen that (3.19)-(3.21) hold if and only if 
BT,c Oj-iT,,o, j = o(k). 
This fact will be used in Section 5. 
(3.26) 
(3.27) 
4. POSITIVE MATRICES 
Let A be a real (iv + l)-square matrix with real eigenvalues ij, 
0 ,( i < N, satisfying (1.2). Let the eigenvalues be arranged in decreasing 
order, and let Al,{ be the smallest nonnegative eigenvalue. Let J = 
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max(N - M, M), K = min(N - M, M). Let K(h), 1 < h < H, be the 
sequence, arranged in strictly increasing order, of those indices k such that 
A, 3 0, AC + &+,_, < 0, k = K(h), 1 6 h < H. (4.1) 
If k satisfies (4.1), then we must have k < K. Hence H < K, K(H) < K. 
If there are no k satisfying (4.1), we set H = 0. With these notations, 
we consider the conditions 
In (4.2), if the upper limit of a sum is less than the lower limit, we replace 
the sum by 0. Since the left-hand side of each of the inequalities of (4.2) 
involves some negative eigenvalues and possibly some positive eigenvalues 
of A, we see that (4.2) is less restrictive than (1.3). In this section we prove 
the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. If the real (N + l)-square matrix A has real eigewalues 
satisfying (1.2) and (4.2), then A is similar to a matrix with positive entries. 
Proof. From Lemma 2.2, it suffices to assume that A is diagonalizable. 
Defining 
we note that, from (1.2) and (4.2), 
(4.3) 
l<k<K, (4.4) 
(4.5) 
’ + c (&UC, + %k)) + %c(h) > O, l<k<H, (4.6) 
k=l 
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(4.7) 
Let S be the simplex of Section 3 with J and K as above, with o(k) = k 
and b, = 1, 1 < k < K, and with the aj to be chosen shortly. Let B 
be an N-square diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries are the Aj and 
qk, and let B act on vectors u = (xj, yk) by (3.14) and (3.15), where we 
have set yli = tI; = 0, 1 < k < K. Then, from Lemma 2.1, to prove 
the theorem it is sufficient to show that BS C So and, from Lemma 3.2, 
it is sufficient to choose the aj so that the following inequalities are 
satisfied (recall that aI+* = 0): 
Oj-1 - /dj > O, l<i<J, (4.8) 
ajpi + f3j-1 > 0, l<i<J+l> (4.9) 
irkI < 
akpk + Ok-1 
(1 + 4 ’ 
l<k<K. (4.10) 
First assume pl < 0. In this case, K = H = 0, J = N, and ,B~ < 0, 
1 < i < J. We set 
and, using (4.7), note that (4.9) is satisfied for i = 1. We verify (4.9) 
by induction. Using (3.16), we have 
(j 
1 
> iuj - aj2,uj 
1 + aj 
= ~~(1 - aj) 
= lPj+l I + . . . + Ml 
so aj+l,uj+I + 19~ > 0. The inequalities (4.8) and (4.10) are obviously 
satisfied in this case. 
Suppose ,ul > 0. Since the pj are a decreasing sequence, an inductive 
argument shows that, for any choice of aj > 0, 
Bj-1 > nj > /Aj, ldi<J> (4.11) 
so that (4.8) holds. Letting E > 0 be the minimum of the left-hand sides 
of (4.6) and (4.7), we choose aj so that 
h 
Oj > 1 + 2 (,%k) + Ijl,(kJ - &, j = K(h), 1 < h < H. (4.12) 
k=l 
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For this, we set 
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oj-1 + Vg - &j 
ai = lIjrj/-Pj ’ j = I for some h, 
Ej_i, I f K(h)> l<h<H, l<i<K. 
(4.13) 
We will show by induction on h that the numbers Ed > 0 can be chosen 
so that (4.12) holds, and that aj > 0. To start the induction, we note that 
(4.12) holds for Iz = 0 if we define ~(0) = 0 and if we replace the sum from 
1 to 0 by 0. Now we assume ei,. , F,(~_~, have been chosen so that 
(4.12) holds for i = ~(h - 1). By picking Ed, K(h - 1) < h < K(h), 
sufficiently small, we see from (3.16) that Olc(hj_l may be made arbitrarily 
close to 19~(~_i); hence we may assume that 
(4.14) 
Setting i = I, we see from (4.1) and the definition of E that 19_, + 
vj > 0; hence a1 > 0 if ej is small enough. 
Using (4.13) and (3.16), 
oj-1 - pu, - E, 
Thus, by choosing ej positive but sufficiently small, Bj may be made 
arbitrarily close to Bj_i + ,uj + qj. Using (4.14), we see that ej > 0 
may be chosen so that (4.12) holds, and this completes the inductive 
verification of (4.12). 
Solving (4.13) for 11jl?j, we obtain 
which is (4.10). 
It remains to verify (4.9). Because this is obvious when ,LA~ > 0, we 
consider M < j f J. By choosing aj sufficiently large for K(H) < j < 
M, we see from (3.16) that 0, may be made arbitrarily close to OKCHJ; 
hence from (4.12) we may assume that 
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(4.15) 
(4.16) 
and prove (4.9) by induction. That O,, + u,~+,~~+~+, > 0 follows from 
(4.16) and (4.15) and the definition of e. In general, using induction and 
(3.16), 
~ Pj+laj+ 1. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
To illustrate the use of Theorem 4.1 we take N = 3. Then, using the 
theorem, it may be shown that a 4-square matrix with real eigenvalues 
is similar to a positive matrix if and only if (1.1) and (1.2) hold. Taking 
N = 4, we see that the 5-square matrix diag(8, 5, 5, - 6, - 6) is similar 
to a positive matrix, but whether or not diag(8, 3, 3, - 6, ~ 6) is similar 
to a positive matrix is not known. 
5. ESSENTIALLY POSITIVE MATKICES 
A real (N + I)-square matrix A = (ajli) is called essentially positive 
if ajlc > 0 for j # h, and is called strictly essentially positive if these 
inequalities are strict. If A is strictly essentially positive with eigenvalues 
&,, . , As, then il has a real eigenvalue, say iia, such that 
& > Re iij, l<j<N. (5.1) 
(See, for example, [S, pp. 257 et seq.].) If A has real eigenvalues, the 
converse of the condition (5.1) follows easily from the result of Suleimanova 
[7], or from Theorem 4.1, and we have 
THEOREM 5.1. If A has real eigenvalues A,-,, . , A,, then A is siwdar 
to a strictly essentially positive matrix if and only if one of the eigenvalues, 
say I,, satisjies (5.1). 
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Theorem 5.1 is false if the eigenvalues are allowed to be complex, and 
in fact from [l, Theorem 21 one may deduce 
THEOREM 5.2. If A is a real essentially positive matrix with eigenvalues 
ii 0,. . ., Ah’, then one of the eigenvalues, say &, satisfies 
In this section we prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let the real matrix A have eigenvalues ii”,. . ., il,, and 
let &, . . , I, be the eigenvalues with positive imaginary parts, arranged 
in decreasing order of their real parts. Suppose ilO is real and su$$ose 
ii, > Re iif, 1 <j<lV, 
ia > Re ii1 + 1/3 Im Al, (5.2) 
Re ilj_i > Re ilj + v3Im lj, l<i<K. 
Then A is sinailar to a strictly essentially positive matrix. 
Proof. Let t > /Re ;lj[, 0 < j < N, and let A = (A + tI)/(& + t). 
The proof will consist in showing that A is similar to a positive matrix. 
Set J = N - K, so that A has J + 1 eigenvalues with nonnegative 
imaginary parts and K complex eigenvalues with negative 
imaginary parts. Let &,, “ni,. . , iJ be the J + 1 eigenvalues of A with 
nonnegative imaginary parts, and suppose that they are ordered so that 
& = 1 3 Re n, 3.. . 3 Re iJ. Let &Ck, be the kth number in the 
sequence ii,. . . , iJ, which has a positive imaginary part. Define 
,uj = Re nj, o<i<J> 
vk = Im Lck), l<K<K. 
Then we have 
1 > pi >, * * * > pJ > 0, Vk > 0, l<k<K, 
I > P,(l) + V% 
&(k-1) > Pow + V~Yb l<k<K. 
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The 2K complex eigenvalues of A” are 
Let B be the N-square matrix defined by (3.14) and (3.15), where Ek = 
- Q, qk = ,u,(~,. Then, using Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, we see that to prove 
the theorem it suffices to find an X-simplex S such that BS C So. For 
this we will use Lemma 3.2 and the Remark following Lemma 3.2. From 
(5.3) and (3.16) an inductive argument gives (4.11), so (3.17) is satisfied 
for any choice of a3. Also, (3.18) and (3.26) are obviously satisfied. We 
set aotkJ = Q, b, = (41/T), 1 < K < K. Then T, is an equilateral triangle 
and Bin, consists of a rotation through an angle of &, followed by a 
contraction by a factor pk. Since ,M,(~) > 0, we see that I,& < n/2. Then 
from (5.4) or (5.5) we deduce that 
BT, c pu(~-l) T,,,, l<k<IC. (5.6) 
If o(k) - I = o(k - l), from (5.6) and (4.11) we deduce that 
If o(k) - 1 > o(k - l), by picking aj sufficiently large, o(k - 1) < j < 
o(K), it is seen from (3.16) that OaCkj_r may be made arbitrarily close to 
0+1,. Hence in any event we have (5.7) and, using the Remark and 
Lemma 3.2, we obtain B.S C So, proving the theorem. 
It is of great interest to extend the theorem of Karpelevich (of which 
Theorem 5.2 is a special case) by excluding finite sets of numbers from 
being, simultaneously, eigenvalues of a positive matrix. The following 
theorem shows that, in such a result, real eigenvalues can play no role. 
The proof is a direct consequence of Theorems 4.1 and 5.3. 
THEOREM 5.4. Any set of j real numbers in (- 1, 1) are eigenvalues 
of a positive matrix of order N + 1 with all real eigenvalues and whose 
largest eigenvalue is 1. A set F of j complex numbers in the disk 121 < 1 
is contained in the set of eigenvalues of some positive matrix of order N + 1 
> j with largest eigenvalue 1 if and only if the subset of F consisting of 
nonreal numbers aye eigenvalues of some positive matrix of order N + 1 > i. 
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Renzark. It has recently come to our attention that H. Perfect has 
written two papers [5,6] on the subject of Section 4 of this paper. Theorem 
3 of [6] gives another sufficient condition for a set of real numbers to be 
the eigenvalues of a positive matrix. The relation between Perfect’s 
condition and that given in our Theorem 2.1 is not clear. The matrix 
diag(1, 213, l/3, - l/2, - 519, - S/9), which is shown by Perfect to be 
similar to a positive matrix, is also covered by Theorem 2.1 of this paper. 
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